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0. Introduction
Noting some similarities in syntactic behavior between overtly moved wh-phrases
and in-situ wh-phrases, Huang (1982) claimed that the latter also undergo wh-
movement, though covertly, or in LF. Within the Minimalist Program, at least
three different ways of implementing Huang’s insight have been proposed.
 The first approach is to assume that an in-situ wh-phrase undergoes phrasal 
movement to SpecCP and its lower copy is pronounced at PF, as shown in (1) (cf. 
Chomsky 2004, Pesetsky 2000). 
(1) Covert phrasal movement
which bike C0[+Q] …… which bike 
 Ĺ | 
Move 
The higher copy and the lower copy of the wh-phrase are interpreted at LF as an 
operator and a variable, respectively. 
 The second approach is to assume that an in-situ wh-phrase does not move as 
a whole, but only the formal features of the wh-word undergo movement, adjoin-
ing to C0, as shown in (2) (cf. Chomsky 1995; “FF[which]” stands for formal fea-
tures of which). 
(2) Feature movement
FF(which)-C0[+Q] …… which bike 
   Ĺ | 
Move 
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The moved set of formal features is interpreted as an operator and its trace is in-
terpreted as a variable at LF. 
 The third approach is to assume that an in-situ wh-phrase does not undergo 
any movement and is licensed through entering into an Agree relation with C0, as 
shown in (3) (cf. Chomsky 2000, 2001). 
 
(3) Agree 
 C0[+Q] …… which bike 
  |           | 
     Agree 
 
The C0 which is involved in the Agree relation and the in-situ wh-phrase are in-
terpreted as an operator and a variable, respectively, at the LF interface. 
 The main aim of this paper is to claim that there are (at least) two different 
types of covert wh-movement which cannot be reduced to Agree. As far as we 
confine ourselves to the above-mentioned three approaches to wh-in-situ, this 
means that it is necessary to assume both phrasal and featural covert wh-
movement (cf. Pesetsky 2000). 
 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, it is shown 
that in-situ echo wh-phrases may undergo covert phrasal movement, but in-situ 
non-echo wh-phrases cannot. In section 2, it is argued that in-situ non-echo wh-
phrases are not licensed through Agree and undergo some sort of movement. 
From these results, it is concluded in the final section that there are (at least) two 
different types of covert wh-movement which cannot be reduced to Agree. 
 
1. Echo Questions vs. Non-Echo Questions 
As is well-known, in examples like (4) below, an R-expression contained within a 
fronted adjunct can be co-indexed with a pronoun which c-commands its original 
position (Freidin 1986, van Riemsdijk and Williams 1981). 
 
(4) [Which claim [that John1 made]] was he1 willing to discuss? 
(Chomsky 1993) 
 
An interesting observation which concerns us here is that analogous binding ef-
fects obtain in echo questions (Kato 2004a, b, Rochemont and Culicover 1990). 
Thus, in the following example, the teacher, which is contained within a relative 
clause modifying an in-situ echo wh-phrase, can be co-indexed with her: 
 
(5) Echo question 
 Bill told her1 that Sam was dating [which student [that the teacher1 liked]]? 
(Rochemont and Culicover 1990:168, note 18) 
 
 In order to account for why this example does not exhibit a Condition C ef-
fect, Rochemont and Culicover (1990) suggest that the relative clause in this ex-
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ample is (string-vacuously) extraposed and appears in the matrix clause, in a posi-
tion higher than the matrix dative pronoun. There are several reasons to believe 
that this analysis is not plausible. One of them concerns the ungrammaticality of 
the following example (see Kato 2004a: note 15 for other reasons): 
 
(6) Non-echo question 
 *Who told her1 that Sam was dating [which student [that the teacher1 liked]]? 
 
This example differs from (5) in that it is a regular, non-echo question. If the rela-
tive clause in (5) were extraposed to a position higher than the pronoun her, it 
would be mysterious why such extraposition is not available in (6). 
 For this and other reasons, Kato (2004a, b) claims that the contrast between 
(5) and (6) indicates that echo wh-phrases may undergo covert phrasal movement, 
but non-echo wh-phrases cannot. Suppose first that the in-situ wh-phrases in (5) 
and (6) undergo covert phrasal movement. Then, the LF representations of these 
examples should look like (7) below. 
 
(7) Covert phrasal movement 
 [which student … the teacher1 … ] C0[+Q] …… her1 …… 
[which student … the teacher1 …] 
 
In this representation, if the higher copy of the wh-phrase is somehow chosen to 
be interpreted at LF (against Chomsky’s (1993) Preference Principle), no Condi-
tion C violation will be incurred. In contrast, if the in-situ wh-phrases at issue un-
dergo featural movement or are licensed through Agree, the LF representations of 
the examples should be like (8) or (9). 
 
(8) Featural movement 
 FF(which)-C0[+Q] …… her1 …… [which student … the teacher1 …] 
 
(9) Agree 
 C0[+Q] …… her1 …… [which student … the teacher1 …] 
 
In these representations, there seems to be no way of the teacher obviating Condi-
tion C. Thus, the fact that example (5), but not example (6), satisfies Condition C 
indicates that echo wh-phrases, but not non-echo wh-phrases, can undergo covert 
phrasal movement. 
 Further evidence showing that echo wh-phrases may undergo the type of 
movement which is not available to non-echo wh-phrases comes from parasitic 
gap constructions. Consider the following examples: 
 
(10) Parasitic gap licensing 
a. Overtly moved wh-phrase 
 Which paper did you file without reading epg? 
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b. In-situ non-echo wh-phrase 
 *Who filed which paper without reading epg? 
c. In-situ echo wh-phrase 
 ?You filed which paper without reading epg? 
 
These examples show that like overtly moved wh-phrases, in-situ echo wh-
phrases can license a parasitic gap, but in-situ non-echo wh-phrases cannot (Kato 
2004a, b). 
 To sum up, it has been shown in this section that echo wh-phrases may un-
dergo covert phrasal movement but non-echo wh-phrases cannot. 
 
2. Wh-in-situ and CSC Effects 
What is given in (11) below is the well-known Coordinate Structure Constraint 
(CSC). 
 
(11) Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC; Ross 1967) 
 In a coordinate structure, no conjunct may be moved, nor may any ele-
ment contained in a conjunct be moved out of that conjunct. 
 
It is clear that this constraint consists of two parts: the part which bans extraction 
of conjuncts, which accounts for the ungrammaticality of examples like (12a), and 
the part which bans extraction from conjuncts, which accounts for the ungram-
maticality of examples like (12b). 
 
(12) a. Extraction of a conjunct 
  *What did Mary buy a bike and t? 
 b. Extraction from a conjunct 
  *What did Mary [send t on Monday] and [receive the parcel on 
Wednesday]? 
 
In what follows, I refer to the first part (or the ban on extraction of conjuncts) as 
the CSCof and the second part (or the ban on extraction from conjuncts) as the 
CSCfrom. 
 It is argued by a number of researchers that the CSCfrom is not a derivational 
constraint but a constraint on LF (or semantic) representations (cf., for example, 
Fox 2000, Kato 2006, Munn 1993; for arguments against the view that the 
CSCfrom is a PF constraint, see Kato 2006: Chapter 5). In particular, Kato (2006) 
argues, following Fox (2000), that CSCfrom effects of wh-questions should be at-
tributed to an LF ban against vacuous quantification under the following assump-
tions: 
 
(13) a. A sentence with a coordinate structure is well-formed only if each of its 
component structures independently satisfies grammatical constraints. 
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 b. Component structures of a sentence with a coordinate structure =def 
structures each of which is composed of one of the conjuncts together 
with the material which is not included by the coordinate structure1 
 
 Let us consider how the unacceptability of (12b), in which a wh-phrase is 
moved out of one of the two conjuncts, is dealt with under this approach. Accord-
ing to (13b), this example has the following two component structures: 
 
(14) Component structures of (12b) 
a. what did Mary send t on Monday 
b. what did Mary receive the parcel on Wednesday 
 
In one of these structures, (14b), the wh-phrase fails to bind a variable, violating the ban 
on vacuous quantification. According to (13a), this is why the example is ill-formed. 
 Next, let us consider why example (15) below, where a wh-phrase is moved 
out of a coordinate structure in an across-the-board (ATB) manner, is acceptable: 
 
(15) ATB movement 
 What did Mary [send t on Monday] and [receive t on Wednesday]? 
 
The two component structures of this example are the following: 
 
(16) Component structures of (15) 
a. what did Mary send t on Monday 
b. what did Mary receive t on Wednesday 
 
Neither of these structures violates the ban on vacuous quantification (or any oth-
er grammatical constraints). Thus, the condition in (13a) correctly predicts that 
the example is acceptable. 
 A piece of evidence in favor of the LF representational approach to the 
CSCfrom over the derivational approach comes from wh-in-situ (Fox 2000, Ruys 
1993; see Kato 2006 and Lin 2001 for further evidence). Consider the following 
set of examples: 
 
(17) a. *I wonder who [took what from Mary] and [gave a book to Fred]. 
 b. I wonder who [took what1 from Mary] and [gave it1 to Fred]. 
(Ruys 1993:36) 
 
In both of these examples, the first conjunct contains an in-situ wh-phrase. The 
difference is that in the acceptable example, (17b), a pronoun co-indexed with the 
in-situ wh-phrase appears in the second conjunct, while such a pronoun does not 
appear in the unacceptable example, (17a). If the CSCfrom is a derivational con-
                                                 
1 See Kato (2008) for a slightly different definition of component structure. 
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straint on Move or Agree, the contrast between the above examples is unexpected: 
If movement of what out of the conjunct or its agreement with a head outside the 
conjunct is banned, (17b) should be ill-formed on a par with (17a). 
 In contrast, as argued by Fox (2000), the contrast in (17) is what the LF repre-
sentational approach to the CSCfrom predicts. First, consider the component struc-
tures of (17a). At LF, they should be represented as in (20), if the in-situ wh-
phrase undergoes feature movement (cf. (18)), or as in (21), if it is licensed 
through Agree (cf. (19)). 
 
(18) LF representation of (17a) (feature movement) 
 … FF(what)1-C0[+Q] [took what1 from Mary] and [gave a book to Fred] 
 
(19) LF representation of (17a) (Agree) 
 … C0[+Q]1 [took what1 from Mary] and [gave a book to Fred] 
 
(20) Component structures of (17a) (feature movement) 
a. … FF(what)1-C0[+Q] took what1 from Mary 
b. … FF(what)1-C0[+Q] gave a book to Fred 
 
(21) Component structures of (17a) (Agree) 
a. … C0[+Q]1 took what1 from Mary 
b. … C0[+Q]1 gave a book to Fred 
 
In either case, one of the component structures ((20b) or (21b)) involves vacuous 
quantification, hence the unacceptability of the example. 
 Next, consider the component structures of (17b), which should be like (22a, 
b) or (23a, b) below. 
 
(22) Component structures of (17b) (feature movement) 
a. … FF(what)1-C0[+Q] took what1 from Mary 
b. … FF(what)1-C0[+Q] gave it1 to Fred 
 
(23) Component structures of (17b) (Agree) 
a. … C0[+Q]1 took what1 from Mary 
b. … C0[+Q]1 gave it1 to Fred 
 
In each of these structures, no violation of the ban on vacuous quantification is 
incurred. In particular, this condition is satisfied in (22b) and (23b) because the 
operator binds the co-indexed pronoun as a variable there. Thus, the grammatical-
ity of the example is correctly predicted.2 
                                                 
2 For the unacceptability of examples like the following (Kasai 2004, Potts 2002), see Kato 2006: 
Appendix of Chapter 2. 
 
(i) *I wonder who [took it1 from Mary] and [gave what1 to Fred]. 
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 Now, let us turn to the CSCof, the ban on extraction of conjuncts. As shown in 
(24), wh-in-situ exhibits CSCof effects, too ((24a) is adapted from Boškoviü and 
Franks 2000: footnote 4):3 
 
(24) a. *Mary wonders who reported that [who and Max] disappeared. 
 b. *Mary wonders who reported that the dog bit [who and Max]. 
 
However, unlike (17a) above, these examples cannot be rescued by adding a pro-
noun co-indexed with the wh-phrase to the second conjunct: 
 
(25) a. *Mary wonders who reported that [who1 and his1 brother] disappeared. 
 b. *Mary wonders who reported that the dog bit [who1 and his1 brother]. 
 
Given the above discussion, it follows from this fact that the ungrammaticality of 
the examples in (24) cannot be attributed (through (13)) to the LF ban against va-
cuous quantification, suggesting that the CSCof is a derivational constraint (see 
Kato 2008: Appendix of Ch. 5 for more detailed discussion on the nature of the 
CSCof).4 
 The fact that so-called “first conjunct agreement” is possible, as shown below, 
indicates that it is not Agree but Move that the CSCof applies to (see Aoun et al. 
1994, 1999, Munn 1999, among many others, for first conjunct agreement).5 
                                                 
3 Some speakers judge examples like (i), where an in-situ wh-phrase appears as the second con-
junct, to be acceptable or only slightly deviant (see Boškoviü and Franks (B&F) 2000, Fiengo et 
al. 1988: 81, Reinhart 1997:339; for different judgments, see Bresnan 1975:37, Ginzburg 
1992:171, Merchant 2001:200-201, footnote 16): 
 
(i) Who reported that [Max and who] disappeared?       (B&F 2000: 109) 
 
Interestingly, B&F, who judge (i) acceptable, observe the following contrast: 
 
(ii) a. ?*[Who and Max]1 did you report t1 disappeared?   (ibid.: footnote 4) 
 b. [Max and who]1 did you report t1 disappeared?     (ibid.: 110) 
 
Thus, here I assume (following B&F) that some speakers can have recourse to covert pied-piping 
of the whole coordinate structure in examples like (i). 
4 It is reported by some researchers that violations of the CSCof can be repaired under sluicing 
(though speakers’ judgments do not seem to be clear; see Merchant 2001:193-4). This is not a 
problem for the view that the CSCof is derivational in nature, if Boeckx (2008) and Wang (2007) 
are right in arguing that island-repair under ellipsis contexts is not directly related to the lack of 
pronunciation. 
5 Boškoviü (2007) also draws the same conclusion by contrasting “first conjunct movement” and 
“first conjunct agreement.” However, his argument is less conclusive, because he does not take 
into consideration the possibility that the former may be ruled out by non-derivational constraints. 
His example intended to show the impossibility of movement of conjuncts is the following: 
 
(i) *A woman1 is [t1 and five men] in the garden.(Boškoviü 2007: (20)) 
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(26) First conjunct agreement 
 There is [a man and three children] at the front door. 
 
Thus, the ungrammaticality of the examples in (24) indicates that in-situ (non-
echo) wh-phrases undergo some sort of movement, not being licensed through 
Agree (otherwise, those examples should not exhibit the CSCof effects). 
 
3. Conclusion 
In section 1, it was shown that in-situ echo wh-phrases may undergo covert phras-
al movement, but in-situ non-echo wh-phrases cannot. In section 2, it was argued 
that in-situ non-echo wh-phrases are not licensed through Agree and undergo 
some sort of movement. It follows from these results that there are (at least) two 
different types of covert wh-movement which cannot be reduced to Agree. If we 
confine ourselves to the three approaches to wh-in-situ mentioned in the introduc-
tion (namely covert phrasal movement, feature movement, and Agree), this means 
that we need to assume both phrasal and featural covert wh-movement. 
 Note that Pesetsky (2000) argues that at least two kinds of covert movement-
like relations can be identified and that one of them is covert phrasal movement 
and the other is either feature movement or Agree. Crucially, he does not choose 
between the last two (see his p. 58). Thus, the present work could be seen as an 
elaboration of his argument. 
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